My Revising for Sensory Images Checklist

☐ I have included **at least five** sensory details that help my readers **visualize** what I want to describe.

☐ All of my sensory details that help my readers visualize will help my readers understand **important parts of my story** and don’t seem like they were just “thrown in.”

☐ I have included **at least five** sensory details that help my readers **hear, touch, taste, or smell in their imaginations** what I want to describe.

☐ All of my sensory details that help my readers hear, touch, taste, or smell in their imaginations will help my readers understand **important parts of my story** and don’t seem like they were just “thrown in.”

☐ I have proofread my work so that my spelling is correct, making my writing easy for others to read.

☐ I have proofread my work so that my punctuation is correct, making my writing easy for others to read.